Testimonials
Date: March 2013
Customer: Mr J Gray, Stewkley
Project: Replacement of Consumer unit (fuse board) and upgrade of main earthing
“Steve responded quickly to my call for help, making an evening visit. On the agreed day he arrived
promptly, sorted out my 40 year old system rapidly and tidily, ran a full set of safety tests and spent
time making sure I understood the changes, all for a very reasonable price. Highly recommended.”

Date: March 2013
Customer: Ms G Side. Leighton Buzzard
Project: Kitchen Re-wire / Bathroom Re-wire with shower unit / Fuse board upgrade / Install down
lights in shower-room / Halogen Down lights in Kitchen & Bathroom.
“I have had Steve back at various times now to do different projects at my property in Leighton
Buzzard. From the start Steve was extremely helpful and considerate and went out of his way to
show me and make sure I understood everything that needed to be done.
“During each visit which has been on going in the last few months, he completed in a professional
manner. Being a woman on my own, it was all rather daunting and worrying where electrics are
involved and it all went over my head so to speak: I found Steve trustworthy and patient, he advised
me what needed to be done including a safety warning regarding a light in garage which was
dangerous and unknown to me, which he removed straight away including my front light which had
not been earthed and I was again advised not to use this. Steve came back when he could and
rewired a new one, including putting extra wiring in so I could have a porch light which I had not
even thought of and was pleased with the outcome!
“The kitchen re-wire was completed and at times I was worried about the outcome but he reassured me throughout that everything would be fine and would all be worth it once finished. He
was so right, and now it all looks amazing and modern.
“When and after some hesitancy regarding having down lights installed in my kitchen and bathroom,
Steve explained the difference between having halogen bulbs and normal ones and how in the end it

would save money. He then left me to make my decision on how I wanted to go forward and gave
me all the time I needed to consider all styles and options available.
“I would not hesitate in recommending Steve to anyone who needs an electrician today and in the
future. I found he went that extra mile each time and of course will be using him for future electrical
jobs that need to be done. I knew that nothing was too much trouble - be it a small job or large job
he did his best to fit me in into his work schedule and communicated throughout what days he could
do and never let me down.”

Date: Jan 2012
Customer: Mr and Mrs Odwell, Leighton Buzzard
Project: Kitchen Rewire and Fuse Board Upgrade
“We liked the way our quote was split down showing us the material costs and labour, so we knew
we were quoted a fair price.
“Steve was very reliable and arrived to us when he was booked in for. We were able to trust him
with a key to our property and knew when we came home in the evening that he had done a full
days’ work. (He even let us know when he was slightly late one day due to a puncture)
“He liaised really well with the other tradesmen on site: the plumber, tiller and carpenter, which
gave us piece of mind that the job was going to be completed to schedule. Steve was happy to come
back and connect our hob and oven, which we were really grateful for.
“Steve was very flexible with changes we made and the few extras we added on! And when our final
invoice came in we were charged an acceptable price for these.
“We would definitely recommend Steven McGiff Electrical!”

Date: Nov 2011
Customer: Mrs M, Heath Park Drive, Leighton Buzzard
Project: Partial Rewire
“The lighting circuit required rewiring and Steve came and discussed what was needed to be done
and then gave a quote for the work.
“The work was carried out in two days: the first day he spent disconnecting the spot lights and old
wiring with the help of an apprentice; the second day, his colleague Tom and the apprentice helped
him out. They did the rewiring, connected the centre lights, they installed a new fuse board and
upgraded the earths to both the gas and water supplies.
“They all arrived punctually at the time Steve stated and he and the others were very efficient and
very tidy workers. I was very satisfied and impressed with his work.”

“I would certainly have Steve do any other electrical work I require, and would highly recommend
him to others.”

Date: June 2011
Customer: Mr Simpson, Milton Keynes
Project: New Consumer Unit
“Steve came highly recommended by a friend. He visited my property and then I received a written
quote days later for the proposed work.
"On the day of installation Steve arrived right on time and got straight on with the work. Installation
went well and by midday the power was back on and he then did a safety check and performed
measurements of my mains wiring and let me know all was OK.
"I have no hesitation in recommending Steve and will contact him for future electrical work."

Date: November 2010
Customer: Mr & Mrs Vernon, Winslow Buckinghamshire
Project: Private Dwelling, Rewire (and Various)
“Steve has undertaken a number of electrical projects throughout our house over the last 3 years
and I could not recommend his services highly enough. The property needed a complete rewire
which Steve undertook quickly and efficiently. From the outset Steve was helpful, offering valuable
advice across all possible aspects through to completing the project in just three days.
“From this project I had no hesitation in phoning Steve when I needed electrical work in our new
bathroom a few months later – Steve once again gave clear and practical advice regarding safety
considerations and he carried out the work professionally, always arriving on time and sticking to his
schedule.
“Steve has since then completed all electrical works on a new extension including all sockets, various
kitchen appliance points, lighting (including various changes to switching options!) and outside
sockets. Part of this work also involved hooking up our garage to the main board where once again
he gave invaluable advice to isolate this circuit on the board to prevent possible impact on the other
house circuits – something I really appreciated, not just sticking to the basic solution but considering
practical issues.
“I will always go back to Steve for any electrical work I require – highly recommended.
“Cheers Steve.”

Date: October 2010
Customer: Mr & Mrs Allymamod, Aylesbury
Project: Internal & External Lighting

“A friend recommended and introduced us to Steve, when we were looking for an electrician to
undertake some work on the lighting within our home.
“We found Steve to be very punctual, always arriving at the time we had agreed he would. Steve was
very thorough in taking all the details of the work we required. Steve also offered input including
options for us to decide upon relating to the project. He took his time and explained everything
clearly. Steve’s quote was broken down well and reasonable.
“Steve stuck to his schedule and completed our project within the agreed time. His work is very tidy,
precise and to a very high standard. His advice proved to be very fruitful and thanks to Steve our
lounge and dining areas now have modern, attractive lighting systems that are exactly what we
wanted.
“Steve has also helped us in changing various other light systems and fittings to an excellent,
professional standard.
“We will always rely on Steve for our electrical work and advice and we will always recommend
him.”

Date: February 2010
Customer: Mrs Hallam, Stoke Hammond
Project: Internal & External Lighting
"Steve has carried out numerous electrical repair works at the house as well as a bathroom re-wiring
and also the outdoor lighting to our recent garden renovation.
"From the outset Steve was very thorough in his assessment and calculation of works to be carried
out. I was provided with varying budget options with good product choice and both during and at
the end was given a detailed breakdown of cost. During the works, Steve would always remain in
contact to discuss arrival times, product choice and cost.
"I wouldn't hesitate to recommend Steve’s work to others and was extremely pleased with all the
works carried out."

Date: October 2009
Customer: Mr Brewis, Welwyn Garden City
Project: Private Dwelling, Partial Rewire
"We were both really impressed with the work Steve did for us in our new home last summer.
Having checked the electrics in the whole house, Steve explained to us in simple terms what work
needed doing and what, from a safety point of view needed looking at sooner rather than later.
"After discussing our options and taking costs into consideration, Steve re-wired the whole of the
downstairs for us. He also helped us to update our lounge by replacing the old wall lights with new

ceiling lights and extended the circuit into our brick shed in the back garden, installing a new light
fitting and plug sockets to enable us to install a second fridge freezer outside!
"All of this was done with the minimum of fuss and without delay and we were pleasantly surprised
with both the speed the work was completed in and the total cost to us. Six months on we are still
very pleased with the results and will not hesitate to contact Steve again when we need more
electrical work done in the future."

Date: September 2009
Customer: Mr & Mrs Warburton, Dunstable
Project: Private Dwelling, Rewire
"When our house needed rewiring we contacted Steven McGiff, who came to inspect and quote for
the work. He was very thorough and talked through the options with us face to face.
"The actual work was completed in five days by Steven and colleague Tom. They were very efficient,
giving warning of which areas they would be working in on which days, explaining what they would
be doing, arriving promptly, working hard on each section, clearing up and tidying at the end of each
day, and were very easy to have working in the house.
"The work has proved to be well done, with no faults recurring or new ones developing! We were
particularly pleased with the way they sought to minimize the inevitable patching / redecorating
required where they needed to move or fit new sockets and switches, or chase walls (we have
wood-block flooring downstairs, and they avoided disturbing this by channelling down from the
ceiling space).
"We highly recommend Steven McGiff Electrical Services to you for good, thoughtful, efficient and
reliable work, and we will certainly contact him ourselves if we need electrical work to be done in
the future."

